Introduction
LetQ be a domain in the Euclidean space RN and let M be a non-empty subset of the boundary c9D of Q; given any x € R' write and C0 (Q) respectively; and the space H" 1'(Q; dm,,-), which is the set of all functions U: Q --Rsuch that for all € N0" with k,
ID"u(x) dM''' P (x) dx < oo.
•
S • S
Ihis last space is also a Banach space when provided with the norm given by In particular, if e = 0, then for any
for all a € NON with jal k -1, we have u € W01 ' P (Q). The assumption that Q had a Lipschitz boundary was important in [1] , although insofar as the embedding (0.6) is concerned this condition can be weakened.
When s = 0 it.is possible, .by following unpublished suggestions of D. J. HARRIS, toest. ablish (0.6) under the Aole assumption on Q that it should be hounded (see Theorem 1.1). The mthod used relies on the properties of 'the maximal function, and can be extendedto the case of an arbitrary set M 9Q and an arbitrary e € 11: in Theorem 1.2 it is shown that
Hk .P(Q; dm, e) wMk.P(Q; dm, e). -
The embedding (0.5) follows from embedding theorems in weighted spaces;. in the case M = a.Q, such theorems hold if aQ is Lipschitzian. It was conjectured in [2] that
WM'(Q; dm, e) c-H(Q; dm, e)
for certain special sets M, provided that for i= 1, 2, ..., k the inequality s ip -1 holds. This conjecture is verified in Corollary 3.1, (ii); the main tool is due to the third author (J. R.) and is a fuller version of the short communication [4].
The embedding H W
First, we shall prove a theorem, which implies (0.6) for the case e =. 0 and M = Q. This result is contained in [1] , but here, the condition on Q is weakened and the method is completely new. • 
that is,
(1.1) It follows that, with ,ll (g) as the maximal function defined by
(jB(0. r)I = wyr-being the volume of the ball B(0, r)), we have
zEB(O,I)
Thus if we take 6 = 2h = 2/j (j € N) and 1 = 3, we see that for all x € Q, for all €N" with jal /c, and for all j€ N, 
a.e. in P. Together with Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, (1.2) and (
If Q is unbounded we simply apply the arguments above to uvrn : urn, where
, and note that Urnd'
Note that if S2 is bounded, the validity of (0.6), when e = 0 and M = Q, follows
immediately from Theoreth 1.1. We now set about the proof of (0.6) for general E' and M. 
WA1 (Q; dm, r).
Proof: Let u € H(Q; dAf, e), and, for any 6 >0 write 0(x) = u(x) if dm(x) > ó and XE Q, u(â)(x) = 0 otherwise. Let be as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and write -4h(X) = 'lr"4(x/h) (h> 0, x E IV). Let h> 0 and set v1, = * u(3h). We distinguish various cases.
(
Then
dM (y) <3h and consequently u 3'(y) = 0. It follows that
(ii) Suppose that x € Q is such that
Then if y E B(x, h) we see that h <dM (y) <5h; (1.7)
and (1.6) and (1.7) imply the equivalence of h, dm(x) and dM(y): --
with the obvious meaning of the symbol . For all a € No"', Ja i ^5 k, we have
B(x,h)
the last two inequalities following from the equivalence of dm(y) and h, and that of dm(x) and h. Thus we have
where, as before, 4t stands for the maximal function and any function onQ is extended by zero inRN\Q.
(iii) Let x € Q be such that for some 1 ^! 4,
(1.11) and (1.10) together with(1.11) impl y -
(1.12)
• From (1.11)'it follows that u( 3h)(y) = u(y), since dM (y)> (1 -1) it 3h. Fora € N, aJ k, we find, as in (ii), that 
Du . dM(IP)_k+II E L(Q) and hence Thu.. d 1(tIP)+1I E L(R'); in particular, udM(t/P)k € L(R). The properties of the maximal function now imply that GELP(RN ). (1.15)
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the assumption. that as it ._ 0
IDvh(x) dm'/P(x)_-> ID'u(x) dM'IP (x)
. .
(1.16) 'for almost all x Q, implies (in view of (1.14) and (1.15)) that ash 0, dMZIPDVh d 1 /PDu in LP ; that is, v1 -*u in W" P(Q; dm, ), (1.17) which is what we need.
--All that remains to complete the proof of the Theorem is to establish (1.16). To do this, let 6 > 0, Q4 = {x € Q : dm(x) > 6), and note that since u E H'P(Q; dm, ), u E 1. V .P(Q6). For h € (0,6/4) and x € .Q4 , we have u(3h )(x) = u(x) and, for j al k, a fixed, --
and ash-->0, - dM, e). Our discussion in (i) shows that suppwn Al = 0 (see (1.5)); moreover, w E C 00 (RN). Hence u E WMk,P(Q; dM, €), and the proof is complete, since the continuity of the embedding of H in W is clear I
Dvh Du in LP(04).

The embedding W c-H
Now we shall deal with embeddings inverse to those of § 1. For this case, we need more special domains. , let m E {O, 1, ..., N -11 and suppose that p E (1, oo) . Then:
) if <N -1 and e is an arbitrary real number.
Proof: Let be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering {U1}0 mentioned in Definition 2.1. Let u E W14'(Q; dm, e) and put u1 = u4, i = 0, 1, ..., w.
It is enough to prove that there is a constant c, independent of u, such that for -
UnQ .
For i 0, (2.7) holds trivially in view of (2.1). Nov -suppose that i> 0, and for the sake of simplicity omit the subscript i on u1 and U. By The constant cH in (2.11) is given by cH = -p + N -nil. Integrating the '-equality (2.11) over Q(m) X S and passing back to Cartesian coordinates we obtain
OU
Use of (2.9) with w =udM (n IP )_l . and with w= dMt/P, the estimates (2.8)and the All that remains is to discuss the validity of the assumptions (2.12)-(2.14). The inequalities (2.4) and (2.12) are equivalent. If (2.5) holds, then (2.13) is satisfied. Further, for almost all y' E Q(m), 0 E S and for r, h.> Owe have, by Holder's inequality, -
as h 0, since the former of the last two integrals is finite and the exponent in the latter one is positive.. Hence the function v(y', 0, .) is uniformly continuous in a neighbourhood of the origin and the limit v0 (y', 0) in (2.14) exists. Since
fv(y', 0, r)lr e+_m_I dr < cc, the assumption (2.5) .yields (2.14). Thus assertion-(i) holds. . It is now sufficient to use (2.9) with w = UdM (eIP) and with w = --dMZ1P; the assertion (iii) and consequently Theorem 2.3 are proved U
• 3. Concluding remarks
We present two natural consequences of the work in § 1 , and § 2. 
